Sunday Times Digital Archive

This archive brings two centuries of news together in one resource, providing the complete run of the newspaper up to 2006, including all of its supplements. It allows users to easily explore over 180 years of news, investigative reporting, and commentary from Britain’s premier Sunday publication.
TWO CENTURIES OF NEWS AND REPORTING FROM BRITAIN’S PREMIER SUNDAY PUBLICATION

Since 1822, the Sunday Times has provided thoughtful analysis and commentary on the week’s news and society at large. From major national and international events to stories of everyday life in the nineteenth- and twentieth centuries, the paper has always aimed to publish all the news that is fit to print. Despite the similarity of names, the Sunday Times was an entirely separate paper from The Times until 1966, when both papers came under common ownership. The value of the Sunday Times Digital Archive lies in its extensive cross-disciplinary reach, offering perspectives on both national and international issues and stories.

KEY STATISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of articles</th>
<th>Number of pages</th>
<th>Earliest document</th>
<th>Latest document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over 3.5 million</td>
<td>Over 800,000</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>2016*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The years 2011-2016 were released as a separate module in early 2018. Some libraries may only have access until the end of 2010.

UNRIVALLED COMPREHENSIVENESS

This is the only online digital collection that provides access to the complete run of this historic newspaper and its supplements.

CONTENT BEYOND THE TIMES ARCHIVE

The Sunday Times was an entirely distinct paper from The Times until 1966, and has remained editorially independent since shared ownership.

INCREASED ACCESS TO RARE CONTENT

Difficult to find elsewhere, and therefore relatively unknown, as the 19th century run remains fairly inaccessible outside of this archive.

CROSS-SEARCH FOR NEW CONNECTIONS

This archive is cross-searchable with other Gale Primary Sources collections, opening new avenues for digital humanities scholarship and uncovering new and innovative research.

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESOURCE

- Arts and Culture
- Business and Economics
- Politics and International Relations
- Regional Studies
- Social History

FEATURES AND TOOLS

Term Frequency
See the frequency of search terms within a content set to begin assessing interactions and how they developed over time.

Term Clusters
Developing research topics by identifying and organising frequently occurring themes, and revealing hidden relationships between search terms.

Text & Data Mining
At request, Gale will deliver data and metadata associated with the collection for use in data mining and textual analysis, supporting the digital humanities.

For more information or to request a free trial, please visit gale.com/uncoversundaytimes